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Introduction: NASA’s Dawn spacecraft arrived at 
Ceres on March 5, 2015 and has been studying the 
dwarf planet through a series of successively lower or-
bits, obtaining morphological, topographical, minera-
logical, elemental, and gravity data [1]. The Dawn Sci-
ence Team is conducting a geologic mapping campaign 
for Ceres similar to that done for Vesta [2,3], including 
production of an Approach- and Survey-based global 
geologic map [4] at 1:10M-scale, a High Altitude Map-
ping Orbit (HAMO)-based global geologic map [5] at 
1:2.5M-scale, and a series of 15 Low Altitude Mapping 
Orbit (LAMO)-based 1:500K-scale quadrangle maps 
[6]. In this abstract we discuss current results from the 
HAMO-based global geologic mapping effort for Ceres. 

Mapping Methodology: The HAMO-based global 
geologic map of Ceres (Figure 1) is being produced at a 
scale of 1:2.5M using ArcGIS (v. 10.3). The Dawn 
Framing Camera (FC) HAMO (~140 m/pixel) mosaic 
[7] serves as the primary basemap, and is supplemented 
by the global HAMO DTM (137 m/pixel) [8] and FC 
color mosaics (0.44-0.96 µm) [9]. These data are used 
to identify contacts and features, and for unit characteri-
zation. High-resolution LAMO images were used in 
limited cases where contacts were difficult to discern. 

The geologic map displays contacts (accurate, ap-
proximate, and inferred symbologies) to delineate geo-
logic units, point symbologies to identify important fea-
tures (e.g., bright spots, small tholi, central peaks), and 
linear features to identify positive- and negative-relief 
structures and features that are linear to arcuate in plan-
form (e.g., ridges, crater rims, scarps, grooves, crater 
chains, pit chains, troughs). Because of the map scale, 
only geologic units greater than 100 km2 in area, impact 
craters greater than 20 km in diameter, and linear fea-
tures longer than 20 km are shown on the map. 

Mapping Results: Geologic mapping has defined 
widespread units – cratered terrain, smooth material, 
and units of the Urvara/Yalode system – as well as a 
series of widely distributed impact-related units (e.g., 
crater floor, terrace, central peak, rim, and ejecta mate-
rials). Cratered terrain forms most of Ceres’ surface 
and exhibits rugged surfaces derived largely from the 
structures and deposits of impact features. The material 
of the cratered terrain includes the oldest terrains ex-
posed on Ceres, but the geologic materials likely consist 

of crustal materials heavily mixed with various impact 
materials. Smooth material forms nearly flat-lying to 
hummocky plains in the western equatorial hemisphere; 
this unit is found on the floor of, and surrounding, crater 
Kerwan, where it embays the cratered terrain. The geo-
logic materials related to the Urvara and Yalode basins 
consist of impact materials (floor, rim, and ejecta depos-
its) that cover a large part of Ceres’ eastern and southern 
hemispheres. Urvara ejecta consists of a rugged and a 
smooth facies, whereas Yalode ejecta can be distin-
guished by its smooth and rolling to stucco-like texture. 
Superposition relations show that ejecta deposits and 
structures from Urvara superpose Yalode. 

Impact materials are mapped across Ceres, and in-
clude different crater materials and crater floor materi-
als (e.g., smooth, hummocky, bright, and dark). Crater 
material is identified around many of the more fresh-
appearing craters. These deposits include primarily rim 
and ejecta materials, as well as crater floors where floor 
materials can not be discerned as a separate unit. The 
ejecta deposits of some morphologically fresh craters, 
such as Haulani, Occator, Dantu, and Azacca, are asso-
ciated with a blue to light blue color in the FC color 
mosaic that correlates with “rayed” patterns [10,11]. 

Impact craters are the most prevalent features on 
the surface of Ceres, and appear to have caused most of 
the visible geologic modification of the surface [12]. 
Craters exhibit sizes ranging from the limits of resolu-
tion to the large structures of Urvara (170 km), Yalode 
(260 km), and Kerwan (284 km). Craters appear mor-
phologically “fresh” to moderately degraded, with rims 
that are nearly circular and raised above the surrounding 
terrain. Small fresh craters (<15 km) display simple 
bowl shapes, whereas larger fresh craters display steep 
walls and flat (sometimes fractured) floors [4]. Many 
craters exhibit irregularly shaped, sometimes scalloped, 
rim structures, and many of these craters contain hum-
mocky deposits, some with lobate edges, on their floors. 

Chronostratigraphy: The goal of developing the 
chronostratigraphy of Ceres is to organize the major 
geologic events or stratigraphically significant geologic 
units that are separated in time into distinct time-
stratigraphic systems. The chronostratigraphy of Ceres 
is based primarily on (a) relative ages determined from 
stratigraphic relations (superposition, cross-cutting, em-
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bayment) observed in the HAMO mapping process, 
supported by (b) absolute model ages (AMAs) deter-
mined from calculating crater size-frequency distribu-
tion (CSFD) statistics of the HAMO-based map units 
using craters identified and measured on LAMO im-
ages. Through mapping and stratigraphic analyses we 
have identified distinct geologically significant events 
and units to be used as candidate stratigraphic referents 
that define four major systems: pre-Kerwanan, Kerwa-
nan, Yalodean, and Azaccan. We present our current 
version of the chronostratigraphy for Ceres (Figure 2), 
but note that it is still under development. Preliminary 
boundary ages are shown using a lunar-derived model 
only, and the referents could change following addi-
tional Dawn science team discussions. 

The pre-Kerwanan and Kerwanan Systems are 
named after the impact event that formed the Kerwan 
basin. Kerwan is likely among the oldest recognizable 
impacts preserved within crt, as only a few peaks and 
arcs of Kerwan’s rim are preserved within the smooth 
material, making it difficult to date with crater sta-
tisitics. As crt provides a record of the events that af-
fected the oldest crust now preserved on the surface of 
Ceres, we use crt to define the boundary between the 
pre-Kerwanan and Kerwanan. The upper limit for the 
timing of Kerwan’s formation can be constrained by the 
smooth material that superposes the basin. 

The end of the Kerwanan is marked by the forma-
tion of the Yalode impact basin, which is used as the 
referent for the Yalodean System. During the Yalodean, 
the Urvara impact basin also formed. 

The end of the Yalodean is defined by the forma-
tion, or preservation, of “rayed” craters. The largest of 
these craters include Haulani, Occator, Dantu, and 
Azacca. Azacca appears to be the oldest of these craters, 
and is therefore used to define the base of the Azaccan. 

Additional analyses of CSFD statistics using both 
the lunar- and asteroid-derived models will help con-
strain the boundary AMAs, and ongoing discussions 
among the team will finalize the chronostratigraphy. 
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Figure 1: Global geologic map of Ceres. Map base is Dawn FC HAMO mosaic 
(courtesy DLR). Projection is Molleweide; center longitude is 180°E. 

 
Figure 2. Proposed Cerean chro-
nostratigraphic time system. 
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